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If you were an Obama supporter and
believed in his YES WE CAN platform for
Change, but came to realize that what he
was really saying is YES WE CAN - BUT
NO WE WONT you will really want to
read the commentary in this book! When
we see similar YES WE CAN commentary
coming from Bernie Sanders, hopefully we
have learned the need to demand more than
just talk about what is wrong with this
nation and demand to know the HOW he
plans to effectly put his agenda into action
and change all of the wrongs. Question;
Since when does any American President,
who is leader of his political party, go to
the leadership of the opposing political
party to help them determine what his
latest government policies will look like?
The one key difference between Obama
and Sanders is the fact that Bernie Sanders
has a twenty plus years of history
supporting the fact that his concerns have
been on going and that he definitely walks
his talk!
Bernie Sanders criticisms of
what is wrong with this country are not
new to Bernie and Bernie clearly appears
as the one person who will do what he says
if given the opportunity and support it will
take to accomplish this. A key problem
that exists is with the HOW of what Bernie
wants done, also relates to the WHO will
be called up to assure that these policies
will be put forth? So, the big question now
directly related to our recent past with
Obama is with TRUST. We TRUSTED
Obama
and
his
accomplice
Democratic-Republican Party and the
result was a disaster on most fronts.
Clearly, the best choice for America is to
VOTE
BERNIE
IN
AS
AN
INDEPENDENT
WRITE-IN
CANDIDATE! If you are one of the
millions of Americans who voted for and
supported
the
Obama
Presidential
Campaign for Change, because you
believed he was truly the Candidate of the
People, and the ideal person for bringing
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real CHANGE to Our Great Nation, then
THIS BOOK IS MOST DEFINITELY
FOR YOU! If you contributed far too
much of your hard earned money
supporting the Obama Presidential
Campaign, because you believed Barack
really needed every penny of our financial
support in order to WIN the Presidential
Election, then this book is definitely for
you! If you later felt betrayed to learn the
majority of Obamas financial contributions
came from Goldman Sachs & Lehman
Brothers, the same criminal bankers who
brought our economy to its knees, then
watched in disgust as no one was ever
arrested, prosecuted, or even convicted for
their criminal behavior, then this book is
most definitely for you! What this book
represents is a compelling look at what is
becoming another eight years of what had
already been for the previous 16 years, and
what Our Majority NEVER wanted to see
again from Our American Leadership!
Lets face it America, everything we
thought we knew about our government
has proven entirely wrong once we allowed
criminals took over, and what we thought
we knew about Obama, well, off the charts!
Erica Wolf takes us on an exciting journey
into the amazingly twisted world of the
Barack Obama Presidency and our failing
Two Party Political System. Everything
related to what often appears to be a
morally bankrupt Presidency, is examined;
from Illegal Drone Strike Murders, to using
National Security as the ultimate cover-up
for disguising illegal, unconstitutional, and
criminal acts, policies, and behavior
against our constitution and nation! Now,
what can be more mind boggling than that?
2016 is the perfect time for America to
Vote-in Independent Candidates only while
Ignoring both the Democratic and
Republican Party Candidates and Policies.
Clearly the Democratic and Republican
Parties have homogenized into one lethal
party serving only the interests of the
wealthy and corporate terrorists! WE CAN
NOT AFFORD TO FALL FOR THAT
CRAP EVER AGAIN, PEOPLE, TIME IS
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RUNNING OUT FOR OUR AMERICA,
OUR HUMANITY, AND OUR PLANET!
WE CANNOT AFFORD TO MISS THIS
BOOK AND MESSAGE INCLUDED
HEREIN
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